
Problem Prediction

REA
D

IN
G

Plot: Problem and Solution 

  COLLABORATE
 Read a story with a partner. 

 Tell what problem the characters 
have. Guess how the characters 
will solve the problem. 

 Finish the story. Was 
your prediction correct? 
How did the characters 
solve the problem?

You need

 › paper

 › pencils

20
Minutes

A problem is something a person wants to 
do, change, or find out. The solution is the 

way a problem is solved.
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You need

 › paper

 › pencils or pens

20
Minutes

20
Minutes

How Did They Solve It?

What’s the Problem?

 Think of a story
from a class book.  COLLABORATE

 Write down the problem 
the characters have.  

 Draw a picture to show how they tried to 
solve it.

 Think of a story you know.

 What problem do the characters have? 
How do they solve it?

 What is another way they could have 
solved the problem? Write a new ending 
to the story with a different solution.

You need

 › paper

 › pencils, crayons, 
or markers

REA
D

IN
G



47 seconds

42 seconds

REA
D

IN
G

Fluency

 COLLABORATE

 Take turns reading a story aloud. 
Don’t try to read fast. Read 
correctly and with expression.

 Time your partner’s 
reading. Write down 
the time.

 Read the story again. 
Check your time.

You need

 › stopwatch

 › paper

 › pencils

20
Minutes

Practice reading out loud. 
Focus on how your voice sounds 

and on reading each word.
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You need

 › paper

 › pencils or pens

20
Minutes

20
Minutes

Read Aloud

Fix the Mistakes!

 Read a story out loud with a partner.  COLLABORATE

 As your partner reads, write 
down any errors he or she makes. 
Discuss the errors.

 Have your partner read the story again. 
Were there fewer mistakes?

You need

 › paper

 › pencils or pens

REA
D

IN
G

 Read a story to yourself.

  COLLABORATE
 Read the story aloud 

together. 

 Write the words that were hard to read.  
Practice reading those words.



20
Minutes

W
RITIN

G
Opinion

 Max wrote about his favorite 
fruit. Read what Max wrote.

 Point to the reasons 
why Max likes apples.  COLLABORATE

 Write about your favorite 
fruit. Give reasons why 
you like it. Read what 
you wrote to a partner.

You need

 › paper

 › pencils, crayons,
or markers

I like to eat apples!

Apples taste sweet.

They are the best because 
they are crunchy.

They taste good baked 
in pies, too!  

An opinion tells how you feel 
about something. 
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20
Minutes

20
Minutes

You need

 › paper

 › pencils

Favorite Weather

Choose Your Seat
 Where would you like to sit in 

your classroom?

 Write a letter to your teacher. Explain 
why you should sit in this seat.

 Have your partner proofread 
your letter.

You need

 › paper

 › pencils, crayons,
or markers

W
RITIN

G
 Do you prefer warm weather 

or cool weather?

 COLLABORATE

 Tell a partner: I like  
weather because .

 Write a sentence and draw a picture 
to show what you said.

I like warm weather 
because I like to swim.

Dear Teacher,



15
Minutes

Complete Sentences

 Carlos wrote about helping. 

 COLLABORATE

 Did Carlos use complete 
sentences? Talk about it 
with a partner.

 Revise Carlos’s writing 
on your paper. Fix the 
sentences so that they
are all complete.

You need

 › paper

 › pencils

I helped my dad. 
We raked.
The leaves. It was
fun to help.

W
RITIN

G
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15
Minutes

20
Minutes

You need

 › paper strips

 › pencils

 › scissors

Finish That Sentence!

Sentence Match

 Write the beginning of 
a sentence. 

 Ask your partner to 
finish the sentence.  COLLABORATE

 Talk about the sentence. Does 
it have all the parts it needs to 
be a complete sentence?

 Write three complete sentences 
on different strips of paper.

 Cut the sentences in half. 

 Ask your partner to arrange the strips 
of paper to form the original sentences.  COLLABORATE

 Then circle the nouns. Underline the verbs.

 › paper

 › pencils

W
RITIN

G

Mateo and Nina go 
to  .

We go to the fair.



ou, ow PH
O

N
IC

S/W
0

RD
 STU

D
Y

You need

 › Two-Pocket 
Foldable® 

 › note cards

 › pencils or pens

20
Minutes

 Make a Two-Pocket Foldable®.

 Write ound on one pocket.

 Write own on the other pocket.

 Write each spelling word on a card.

 Write more cards for 
words that rhyme with 
these words. 

 Sort all the cards by 
spelling pattern. Place 
them in the correct pocket.

town

frown

down sound

round

pound
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PH
O

N
IC

S/W
O

RD
 STU

D
Y

You need

 › paper

 › pencil

15
Minutes

20
Minutes

High-Frequency Words 

Comparing

 Pick one word from 
each column.

 Make up a sentence 
that uses both words.  COLLABORATE

 Write the sentence. Read it to your partner.

 Repeat with the rest of the words.

 Write words with -own and -ound.

 Try to add -er or -est to some words.

 Write sentences using the words 
with their new endings. Put your 
sentences with a partner’s sentences.
Try to make a story with the sentences.  COLLABORATE

You need

 › paper

 › pencils, crayons,
or markers

early
nothing
thought
instead

down
town
sound
shout

I thought you 
lived in my town!

That ball is rounder 
than the other one.



SC
IEN

C
E

What Does It Sound Like? 

You need

 › paper

 › pencils or markers

15
Minutes

 Draw two boxes.

 Draw something that makes a 
loud sound in one box. 

 Draw something that 
makes a quiet sound 
in the other box.

 Label each box.

Some things make quiet sounds. 
Other things make loud sounds. 
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Describing Sounds

Playing Music 

 Draw something that 
makes a sound. 

 Write a word to 
describe the sound. 

 Ask a partner to describe the sound. 
Did your partner say the same word? COLLABORATE

 Draw people 
playing music.

 Tell what instruments 
they are playing.

 Write sentences to 
describe the sound 
each instrument makes. 

SC
IEN

C
E

15
MinutesYou need

 › paper

 › pencils or crayons

You need

 › paper

 › pencils or crayons

20
Minutes
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